
 
 
Needs and Wants 
 
There are always Brewer Needs and Brewer Wants.  Wants are just fine and completely 
justifiable based on preferences and making proactive decisions about where you see 
the brewery to be in 5-8 years.  Wants can also be based on what you are used to, and 
what has been recommended to you by other brewers.  Wants may have to do with 
choosing a better quality component at the start, rather than face replacing the part 
early on down the road.  One wants no regrets,  and trading out equipment later only 
becomes harder as you go along, as it can contribute to a significant  interruption to 
production. 
 
Adding a Rake and Plow to your Mash/Lauter Tun 
 
We offer the option to add a Rake and Plow on our 7-15bbl Mash/Lauter Tuns.  On a 
10bbl system, about 20% of what we build would have a rake and plow.  In 
comparison,  15bbl system will usually have a rake and plow, and every 20bbl system 
would have a rake and plow.  This equipment will make a double brew day less 
strenuous and save a little bit of time on each brew, especially when brewing solo.  
Where this added equipment really shines on smaller systems is when your 
brewery needs to go to 4-5 brews a week.  Rake and Plows cannot be 
retrofitted,  unless planned for ahead of the building of the vessel. So a rake and plow is 
a nice to have on a system smaller than 15bbl,  but a need to have if you struggling 
keeping up with your most popular beers, and find yourself performing 4-5 brews a 
week just to keep up.   I have seen many breweries with a 15bbl system, that does not 
have a rake and plow and they do 3 shifts a day, 3 days a week to keep up (8 brews).  
With that kind of routine,  a Rake and Plow would save the brewery in time and labor 
enough to pay for itself over and over.    
 
When you put the math to it,  what would a rake and plow save in time ( it will save your 
back, but you will get less of a work out while on the job) on the grain out?  Is it 15 
minutes a brew?   Let's take a look at this. If 15 minutes a brew,  doing 2 brews a week, 
50 weeks a year is only 25 hours.   If your labor is $50/hr (with all the extras an 
employer pays on top of a wage),  that's $1250/year in realized efficiency.  Brewing 5x a 
week, 50 weeks a year is $3125 saved.    The Rake and Plow is a 12K+ adder.   So,  
something to weigh. 
 
 



Process Piping (Hard-Piping) 

Unlike a rake and plow,  Hard Piping can be added later,  but it is better to plan for it.  
Orientations of the vessels are different for hard piped system, compared to soft hose 
connection systems.  Soft hose systems will tend to have drains facing the front for easy 
connections, but hard piped systems tend to have those ports facing in to each other in 
order to reduce turns in the piping.  Turns cause friction,   thus it takes more pump 
power to move wort.  Hard piping is just like the rake and plow.  Would it save 15 
minutes a brew not having to make soft hose connections?   Same analysis applies.   
One caveat to hard piping, however is that the system tends to require more training 
time for your assistant brewer.  You can make a mistake and send caustic or wort to the 
wrong place.  With soft hose connections.  that is almost impossible as every 
connection is completely deliberate.  A row of valves takes a little more thinking.  Thus 
when you want to take a vacation, and your assistant brewer steps in to cover for you,  
they would have had to have a lot of training on the system.  At Forgeworks, we use a 
Diverter panel for our hard piped system.  This takes the place of a row of valves,  and 
requires a connection or rotation of an elbow to connect one port on a panel to the 
next.  The ports are labeled,  so the connections become more deliberate than a row of 
valves.  
 
All this said,  if you think your vision for the brewery would not benefit immensely from 
the investment necessarily,  this 24k+ could go along way against your Cellar 
Equipment,  or all the front of the house expenses, taps, trunk lines,  or building yourself 
the largest cold room possible.    
 
Control Panels 
We partner with a company that has being doing process controls for 30 years.  It's a 
two person shop, and we have them interface with our brewers to deliver the expertise 
the customer deserves.  We fabricate and weld, they do the electronics.   

Because we believe in choice,  our Control Panel options are also "a la carte".  You can 
have soft hose connections,  yet want a Control Panel mounted to the platform to scan 
and control temperatures on the Kettle, and/or Hot Liquor Tank (or Mash/Lauter Tun in 
the case of steam heated).   You may want Process Piping, but with no Temperature 
Control Panel,  but want a smaller sub-panel for the Pump VFD's. 

If you want one panel to do it all,  but with simple readouts and button, we can build 
that.   If you want a panel does everything, plus stores your recipes and brew data,  and 
one you can start your brew day at home from your phone,  we also can do that.   

 
Grants 
Grants are always a really good idea,  and effectively prevent pulling a vaccum under 
your Mash Tun screen.  Grants also enable you to see what is going on in the wort 
during vorlauf, and transfer to the kettle. 
 



All that said, this is why we break things out completely a la carte on our estimates.  
Note that many equipment providers don't give you the choice of not getting the 
hardpiping, controls, rake and plow, etc.  Most use the row of valves, as its a cheaper 
way to pipe.  The companies that offer all this bundled up,  not only forfeit your choice in 
what you want,  but offer it all to you nicely priced, because its all made in China.   
Beware of any company that will not let  you omit certain features or equipment, and 
that tell you what you want.  

 

 

Other 

Our company background and beliefs are fundamentally based in starting with naked 
tanks and adding stuff from there.  So, simple to more complex,  but we are not the 
super complex system provider.  Yes,  we offer Process Piping and Control Panel 
options,  but they are far from being a component of most of the systems we build.   

 


